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ODDS and ENDS Gypsy Fiesta to be Held
*. A lot of you may remember January 1941> at the month when That
D Man broke a long-standing conven* tion and was inducted into the off i c e of President for the third
I term. Others may like to recall that
' it was the month when Henry Arms t r o n g retired, or when the Greeks
successfully continued their private
I vendetta with the Italians and Bette
I Davis fell into a cactus bush. But
I to us, January 1941, remains the
I month when standing on the west
I side of the Winter Park railroad
f platform at 10:30 P. M., waiting
i for a freight train to pass, we
I suddenly peered into the faces of
; one Alma Vandervelde and Thadi deus Cist, who peered back from
i their comfortable perches on a
; freight car's floor, waved a non1 chalant greeting and disappeared
; mysteriously into the night.
I We witnessed the following bit of
: conflict in an elevator in a New
I York apartment building on Central
Park West, during the past holi, days: Three men entered the elevator and huddled against the rear
, wall in that state of indifference
; that seems peculiar to male eleva1
tor riders. Just as the boy was
. about to close the doors, an attractive young woman entered, follow:. ed by the inevitable young man.
, The young man glanced a t the
, other three citizens and apparently
I not wanting to set what he considered a bad example, refrained
from removing his hat. The elevaI tor began ascending, and the little
, tableau remained unchanged until
, the elevator man turned and said,
j "Floors, please." At that point the
tall man in the rear fidgeted un, certainly, said "Six" rather fierceI ly and removed his hat. The other
three men and the A. Y. L. conI tinued to ignore each other point' edly. As the elevator pased at the
* sixth floor, the tall man stepped
• out and the chunky man of the
rear-wall trio removed his hat. The
third member of the original hardy
group finally gave in at the tenth
floor and took off his hat, while
the young man, definitely a minority group by now, kept his on until
the elevator stopped at his stop,
the twelfth floor. At this juncture
he followed the young lady out,
then turned and made a deep curtsey to the two hatless men, doffing his turban in the best of cavalier tradition.
Several odd things happened to
certain X Clubbers at the Lambda
Chi dance the other night, particularly to one slightly befuddled
gentleman, who insisted on climbing houses at 4:30 A. M. Aided by
two accomplices and a good angel,
he managed to escape without
breaking any bones or laws.
The other unfortunate is being
razzed by his compatriots for his
vague memories of having seen
"snakes or some darn thing at that
dance." He was in a decidedly neurotic state when someone mercifully informed him that the same
blonde Alma person (who may be
found Tuesday nights in January,
somewhere on the Atlantic Coast
Line) had taken the Lambda Chi
surrealism idea seriously and appeared at the dance with a threefoot chicken snake coiled smoothly
around her neck. It was alive, too.
Seven Rollins students who had
just signed the W. C. T.U. pledge
following the dance heaved sighs
of relief when enlightened.
John Homan, whose diabolical
eyebrow, can been seen peering
from behind cameras of assorted
calibres as he scouts the campus
as head of Dudley Darling's "Tomokan Photography squad" has gone
and done it. John will marry a certain Miss Annie Elizabeth Hall of
Philadelphia, come June and graduation. Evidently Miss Hall is not to
be quelled by any old eyebrows.

I

Chi O Initiates Ten

r

Upsilon Beta Chapter of Chi
Omega announces the initiation, on
Friday, January seventeenth, of
the following: Gloria Burke, Jane
Cotton, Gloria Goode, Allison Hearne, Carolyn Huntsman, Ann Pattee,
Patricia Randall, Dorothy Robinson, Mary Katharine Shutts, Alice
Jane Sullivan.
The Intramural Track Meet is being held this afternoon at 4 on the
lakefront.

anftspur

Eollins
On February 13 This Year

Group is Strengthened By
Influx of New Members
By Jane Welsh
The last meeting of the Intraracial Club was more than just a
meeting. It was held, as is custoracial Club was held, in the chapel
last Thursday night at 7:30 P. M.
Seventeen student and faculty members attended.
John Hall, guest speaker, was
worth hearing. He is the tall, stately Negro principle of the Hungerford School. Mr. Hall's grandmother was a slave. He spoke on
the aspects of the relationship of
the college student to the Negro.
He pointed out that the negro has
had great difficulty in adjusting
himself to the sudden changes in
his lot, Freedom in Africa, slavery
in U. S. A., and then suddenly
freedom again, with nothing upon
which to build his future. He asked
that the white man be patient with
the Negro in his sincere efforts to
adjust himself.
He also pointed out some of thi
serious handicaps under which the
Negro must labor. In spite of the
fact that the negro fought sid>
by side with the white man for
"service" his child has one-fifth
the educational opportunity of thi
average white child. Congress appropriates large sums of money for
the maintenance of the Indians,
but seems to almost forget that
there is also the Negro race in this
country.
Mr. Hall's scheduled talk was
followed by open discussion, where
he said that we believed the Negro
did possess the mental material
with which to work, but that the
greatest handicap was that ageold trouble of funds for schools
and funds to improve the environment into which most Negro children are born, and reared.
Those present at the meeting
were: Dr. France, Dr. Clark, Professor Trowbridge, Charles Grundeloch, Peggy McLean, Dorothy Robinson, P a t Guillow, Janet Harrington, Peter Boulton, Ellen Chadwick, Betty Miller, Julian Brewster,
Ted Pitman, Janet Jones, Carl Fowler, and Jane Welsh.

Dorothy Lockhart
Announces Cast of
"Wuthering Heights"
Director Dorothy Lockhart of the
Annie Eussell Series has completed
casting of the next production of
the Series, "Wuthering Heights,"
adopted from the novel by Emily
Bronte. The play will be produced
January 31 and February 1, in the
Annie Eussell Theatre.
Heading the cast w i l l b e
Cathie Bailey Coleman, as Catherine and Dudley Darling, as Heathcliffe. Both players are well known
to Eollins audiences, having seen
much service in the Annie Eussell
Company. Mr. Darling played the
leading role in last year's "Night
Must Fall." Coleman went from the
Eollins stage to Broadway several
weeks ago, and has just returned
from there. Other members of the
cast are as follows: Isabel, Virginia
Brown; Ellen, Helen Bailey; Hindley, Eugene Coleman; Linton, Burwell Howard, and Joseph, Ernest
Kilroe.

Mowat to Speak at
I. R. C. Meeting
Every year England sends
over to the United States a
number of Carnegie Scholars.
On Thursday at 6:30 in the K.
A. House lounge an International Eelations Club meeting
will be held a t which Eollins'
students will have the opportunity to see, hear, and question Dr. E. V. Mowat, Dr. of
History from the University
of Bristol, England. The subject of his lecture will be the
"Historical Causes of the Present World War," and every
student interested in hearing
this vital subject discussed
from the English viewpoint is
not only invited, but urged to
attend.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Buckwalter Lends Added Weight to Candida Omicron
With Startling Results; Direction Found Good

Delta Kappa Taps
Six at Tuesday Assembly

By Paul Haley

Inter-Racial Club
Meets; John Hall
ls Guest Speaker

enough to interfere with the

Committee Moves Annual Off to a slow and puiS'lug start, other actors.
Jane Parks, as the secretary, didthe Student player's production of
Fun Fest Ahead
n't have much to do, but she did
By Dick Rodda
The Gypsy Fiesta, one of the
features of the college year at Rollins, toward which every student,
faculty and staff members looks
with great anticipation, will be
here before another month has
passed. The Fiesta is sponsored
by the same organization that gave
tennis courts, backstops, volley-ball
courts, and art studio additions, to
the college, to say nothing of innumerable library books and many
other attractions which have become so important to the college.
This organization is called the
Woman's Association of Rollins
College and includes all of the
women who are connected with the
College.
The proceeds from the Fiesta will
again go toward fulfilling a worthy
need on the campus as the object of
the fund is to create a general recreation room for the students with
lockers and other necessary facilities for the day students on the
campus. The room is planned to be
used by groups for meeting, band
practices, dancing following dinner,
and general recreational use.
Because of the recent drives of
the Red Cross, Bundles for Britain
and the rest, it is going to require
double the effort to attain the mark
set by the Fiesta committee of a
year ago, but Isabel Green, Chairman for this year, is confident that
it can be done. So the thirteenth of
February will find attractions featured which will overshadow anything that has ever been done at a
fiesta before.
Among the attractions which will
be featured at the Fiesta will be all
types of concessions from Bingo
to archery, including bridge tournaments, fashion show, white elephant sale; exhibition tennis fea(Continued on Page 2)

"Candida," managed to pull itself
out of the doldrums in time to show
the cleverness that Shaw puts in
his work. The play is a clever satire
of a shy, emotional poet and a likeable clergyman who doesn't realize
that his wife makes him everything
he is.
Jack Campbell, as the clergyman,
didn't seem to fit the part well
although his technique was good.
A monotonous and often indistinct
voice didn't help his characterization, and at times made the first
act a little more difficult to understand than Shaw would have liked.
Jack Buckwalter, as the poet
Marehbanks, played Jack Buckwaiter quite well and with a little
more gusto than usual. His technique suffers in the same way
that of most people, who act a
at Eollins; it becomes stereotyped
and overdone. Of course, Bucky'
part required a little overacting
to make the satire stand out, but
he overdid it. His transitions, how^
ever, were wonderfully done; they
helped immeasurably in raising the
play from the depths.

get off a few humorous lines to
good advantage. All in all, the play
seemed dead on its feet during the
first part, but suddenly came to
about half-way through the evening, to become a delightful satire,
worthy of the beautiful Allen-designed set.
Gordon Laughead, as a young
curate, had very little to do, and
did it in no outstanding manner.
Although the set was excellent,
the lighting wasn't. There were no
disconcerting shadows, but the faces
of the actors didn't show up well
at all. We kept wishing that certain of the actors would find
positions where we could see their
faces, but we were usually disappointed.
The directing by Howard Bailey
was good. There was plenty of action, and the timing was well worked out. We don't think it was the
director's fault that the first part
of the play seemed dull. All the
technical aspects with the exception of the lighting, were well done.
The costumes were excellent, as
were the colorful properties.
While discussing the technical
end we can't resist getting in a
When Patty Pritchard,
title role, really gets something to plug for Moo-moo. When Jack
do in the latter part of the play, Buckwalter came to Eollins, he
she does it excellently. Her acting couldn't even break a kiddie car;
but after four years of Moo-moo
in a difficult part was the ir
of the play. She made the play !he had little difficulty in breaking
come alive and the satire become the left hind leg of Prexy's best
evident as she gaily and sympa- sofa. This occurrence was about
the only part of the first act that
thetically unravelled the plot.
Jess Gregg, as Candida's hypo- the audience enjoyed; however,
when
Jess Gregg and Pat Pritchard
critical father, was the source of
out-and-out comedy. The audience began to take over the stage in the
loved his makeup, his voice, and his latter part of the play the audience
behaviour. He used a few of the old awoke from its lethargy and seemvaudeville scene-tealing tricks, of ed to feel that it was a worthwhile
which he is a master, but he didn't evening.

Reporter Envies Lucky Snake That Went to
Lambda Chi Dance With Miss Vandervelde

To be serious again, the dance
1 C I I I I 1 h\
Instead of "doing something difJ
1 1
| ferent" in the conventional way, was apparently an overwhelming
which usuaiiy ieads to eievated success. Informality is condue:
I spirits and the consequential morn- to good fun, tuxedoes and tails
I ing after, Theta Gamma of Lambda are conducive to discomfort. Since
Chi Alpha gave a Bad Taste Dance, the general consensus of opinion
seems to be in favor of informal
Saturday night at Dubsdread.
If we may take the liberty of dances, let's have more of
By Ted Pitman
mentioning names, we should like Even the chaperones have a good
Eollins' Talent Gathering tennis
to comment on the costume of Miss time, and God knows that after
coach announced this week that Alma Vandervelde. Garbed in a suffering for so many years, they
your sports writers prophesy of sheer black dress, with a potted deserve a little fun. Incidentally,
last week has come true. Eollins is plant drooping from her left shoul- they avoided their usual niche
der, she was indeed a treat to mas- the right side. Maybe that "Don't
to have two more tennis greats!
culine eyes. Coiled about her neck Feed the Animals" sign scared '
The new number one man on the
No one who attended the dance
with an evil glint in its eye, (your
Rollins squad will be no less than
reviewer would have had an evil could have helped noticing the abiliJack Kramer, a tall blond Sanglint in his eye, too, had he been ty of Tussy Brannon's orchestra.
Franciscan who is ranked in the
coiled around her neck) was a four- It was superb. His drummer had
number six position by the N. L. T.
foot snake. Equidistant between the expression of a mad Eussian,
A. And who comprises half of the
her left ear and collar bone was the rhythm of a negro, and the
national doubles championship team
abondon of Ansel Gridley.
a big black beetle.
of Kramer and Schroeder.
Bad taste prizes awarded at in
Although her choice of costume
This prize package of Coach was indeed original, it might well termission included: One suction
Apgar's will however not enter col- have ended in tragedy. As you cup, Teething Ring Horrid Ash
lege until after he has completed know, snakes and the D. T's go Tray, bottled castor oil, and Eiley
the winter circuit which means hand in hand.
Weinberg.
that he will start school in the
spring term.
The addition of Kramer to the
squad will give a much needed power punch to the now famous but not
so powerful "A" boys of Amark
and Alloo. A strong and steady
as McTeague petting the wee bird
By Jess Gregg
stroker, Jack will be right up there
Your reviewer ls up a well-known Miss Pitts' monotonous leer. "Such
with McNeil, Riggs and Kovacs,
was
McTeague". "Such was Mothcreek
without
the
proverbial
paddle.
struggling for that national crown
He wishes to be fair in judging the er McTeague" and the other lit'ry
this summer.
titles.
And most of all by Jean
merits
of
Mr.
Von
Stronheim's
The second addition is the very
popular woman player Dorothy "Greed," but as yet, has not been Hersholt's huffing, puffing and
"Dodo" Bundy, who is ranked next able to shake himself free of the brooding. He gave utterly no indito Bobby Betz and who has been morbid hysteria caused by said epic. cation of someday bringing into
in the top five for the last four However, just for discipline, we'll the world the quintuplets.
We were rendered helpless with
years. She has just returned from do what we can.
All right; it was an experimental laughter — (Yes, that was your rea very successful tour of Latin
America, where she split the win- film. Okay, he attempted to extend viewer making all that noise) by
ning honors with Sarah P. Cooke. the existing range of film expres- Mother McTeague devouring her
The addition of these two star sion to arrive at a more acid social handkerchief in grief. McTeague's
players to the Eollins squad gives reality. This, God knows, he ac- struggle with his mother's good
Coach Apgar the distinction of complished. But whether "Greed" heritage, over the unconscious form
bringing under his talent wing fitted into the category of enter- of Trina. The Evil won, and he
the greatest collection of tennis tainment is something else. It was KISSED her. For shame! Mcstars ever to wear the colors of morbid, unhealthy, sordid; in places Teague's hearty resemblance to a
These Mr. Harpo Marx. Those symbol]'
any college. At no time in the his- magnficent and stirring.
tory of tennis, has any college in places, sadly enough, were sur- lover birds, as well as the symbolic
this country ever boasted such an rounded by dull or laughable se- flashes personifying Greed — that';
what they were, whether you could
outstanding array of stars as Eol- quences.
We liked the death of Trina figure it out or not. Miss Pitts'
lins can with Betz, Bundy, Kramer,
against the garish tinsel of the classic utterance, as she leaned on
Alloo and Amark.
the drunken McTeague's shoulder:
The balance of this Eollins squad Christmas tree. We found the over"Don't you love me anymore.
is almost perfect with Kramer giv- ornate and cheap interiors repelMac?" As she sank lower in life;
lent
but
fascinating.
We
enjoyed
ing power, Alloo providing the
her wig, symbolic to the end, sank
steadyness and color, and Amark the purchasing of the lamb chops,
lower over her eyes. If she hadn't
and
Miss
Pitts
cold-creaming
her
pairing with Kramer, to provide a
been killed, one would have expected
doubles team that should be un- hands. But for starkness, none of
whiskers next. Best of all, we liked
beatable intercollegiate r a n k s . it came up to the heights of the epithat little notation; "Personally di
leptic
episode
of
the
French
"CarA second doubles team of power can
rected by Erich Von Stronheim" —
be formed of the fast improving net de Bal."
(Continued on Page 2)
We
were
bored
by
such
cliches
(Continued on page 3)
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Bundy and Kramer
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Four Seniors and Two Juniors
Are Honored By National
Fraternity
Six Rollins men were tapped for
membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national honorary activities
fraternity at last Tuesday's assembly in the Annie Russell theatre.
Dudley Darling, Jack Buckwalter,
Dick Rodda, John Giantonio and
Major Harmon. The five student
members were present a t the ceremony and one alumni member, Edward Levy Whitner. Faculty and
staff members Dean Arthur Enyart, Director of Admissions George
Holt, Dr. Alex Waite, Professor
Willard Wattles, Professor Edward
Weinberg, and Dr. Winslow S. Anderson also participated.

Pat Pritchard
who delighted audiences here I
week with her performance
'Candida".

Alex Woollcott
To Speak Here
Tuesday Night
Noted Author and Critic Will
Appear in High School
Auditorium

These men received one of Rollins'
highest honors were conferred are
Clyde Jones, '41, Asheville, N. C ;
A. Carrow Tolson, ,42, Baltimore,
Md.; Theodore Pitman, '41, Brookline, Mass.; Philip Richard Kelly,
'42, N. J.; Emmanuel Ehrlich, '41,
New York City; and Jess Gregg,
'41, Los Angeles, Calif.
Candidates for membership in
Omicron Delta Kappa are judged on
a point system which demands a
varied participation in college activities as well as scholastic excellence. The following are the activities records of the new men:
Clyde Jones;—Freshman football,
intramural track, basketball, volley
ball, diamondball, 1939-38. Member
varsity football team, '38, '39 and
'40, varsity basketball '40 and '41.
Member Phi Delta Theta fraternity,
1940 welcoming committee, active
in several Rollins Student Players'
productions, International Relations
Club, Business Manager, "The Flamingo", 1940-41.
A. Carrow Tolson — Intramural
football, basketball, diamondball,
volleyball, crew, tennis, '38, '39, (40;
varsity crew, '39, '40). Member
Freshman Players, active in Rollins Student Players' productions,
two fraternity plays ('39-40). Member 1940 welcoming committee;
Chapel Usher, International Rela(Continued on page 2)

Few men of letters have had so
wide a following in their own time
as does Alexander Woollcott. An
observer once said of him, "Mr.
Woollcott is not only a best-seller
in his own right, but with a sentence or two can make best sellers
of other men." As a literary and
dramatic critic his position has
been unique.
The celebrated author, critic,
commentator, and wit, who will
speak in the Winter Park High
School auditorium at 8:15 (
day evening, January 24, under the
auspices of the Annie Russell
Series at Rollins College, was one
of the first admirers in this country of James Hilton and proclaimed
his admiration over the air. Next
day the bookshops were'cluttered
with seekers for "Goodbye, MrChips."
Three seasons ago a distinguished J
Ibsen revival on Broadway was not;
drawing the public response which j
The Town Crier knew it deserved.
Pensacola Flyers Prove Too
On a 7:45 p. m. broadcast he called
Tough for Green Rollins
attention to the production. He had
Cage Aggregation
hardly signed off before the crowd
began gathering under the marquee
which displayed "The D o 11' s
By Sam Pugh
House." By 8:20 o'clock the lobby
In the first basketball tilt of the
was in utter confusion. They had to 1941 season, the Rollins College
hold the curtain until nine o'clock quintet bowed to a smooth working
that night to take care of the run Pensacola Air Base team, 51-23,
on the box office. For Mr. Wooll- Thursday, January 16, at the Orlancott, this was only an amateur ex- do High School gymnasium.
cursion into dramatic criticism.
The naval flying school which
In his active days as a profes- had over sixty men reporting for
sional theatre-goer, Mr. Woollcott practice, many of whom had seen
was the admiration and the terror college basketball service, jumped
of Broadway. In fact, he so vexed to an early lead and held a 27-13
one powerful management that they advantage at the half-way mark.
excluded him from their theatres. The Tars were unable to cope with
That was in 1915 after he had con- the accurate shooting of the visitributed a particularly low estimate tors, but in the last quarter they
of a little number call "Taking switched to a man-to-man defense,
Chances." The aggrieved producers in place of the zone defense and
took an advertisement addressed played on even terms the remain"To the Public" and beseeching it der of the contest.
not "to believe everything you see
Whether the defeat was due to
in the notices." They also instruct- poor passing, weak defensive play,
ed their employees to keep Mr. of faulty shooting, Rollins follow(Continued on Page 3)
ers know little as to the strength
of the Tars against average college material. This week-end, the
team travels to Miami to battle
the Hurricanes in games Friday
and Saturday nights. Coach Thurs| ton Adams, returning to the team
"Business and Industry Under after an unavoidable absence, exthe Defense Program and the War 1 pects the squad to be in good
Situation" is the subject which will shape by the end of the week.
be discussed at the Sixth Annual
"Tiny" Phillips, six feet six inch
Economic Conference to be held center, played only half of the PenFebruary 6, 7, 8, in the Annie sacola game due to an injured
Russell Theatre. A number of well- knee, but his leg is improving, and
known economists will be present he can be counted on to see considas speakers and conference leaders. erable service in the coming seaAmong these will be: Dr. John son. June Lingerfelt and Clyde
R. Steelman, Director of Labor Jones, sharp-shooting forwards,
Conciliations, U. S. Department of who looped in six and seven points
Labor; Dr. Paul S. Peirce, pro- respectively, will give Rollins two
fessor of Economics, retired, Ober- fast men that shoot from any posilin College; and Mr. Hayne Davis, tion on the court.
lawyer, peace advocate.
Starting guards consisted of Dick
Dr. Melcher is in charge of the Rodda and Charles Arnold with
Conference, and as soon as fur- Jack Myers as center. "Smiley"
ther information is available, it Wellman, Carrow Tolson, and Manwill be announced.
nie Brankert, also saw service.

Naval Base Boys
Zoom Over Tars,
51-23 in Opener

Reviewer is Glad to Learn Stroheim Did
Not Direct "Creed" by Remote Control

Sixth In Series of
Annual Economics
Conferences Due Soon

TWO

Unlltna #att&apur
Undergraduate

Students

of Rollins

ROLLINS
S.P.O. Inducts Fisher,
| George Cartwright Sr.

SANDSPUR
CAMPUS CAMERA
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GIVE YOURSELF TEN

This is really a game... You can play it by yourself, or, if
perchance the evening grows dull, your date might be pur.
suaded to join you. These are the questions which require
National Advertising Service, Inc
no special knowledge but do demand a slight knowledge of the
College Publishers Representative
alphabet and a quality of mercy which may or may not be
strained.
AH you have to do is read what follows, give yourself te„
for all the things you knew already, 5 for those you half-way
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the United States $_..
r two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
knew, 3 for those you'd heard of, and so on. AH you can
get is ten, and we give you ten right now for effort.
First, congratulations go to Shirley Bowstead (this an easy one if
> genial too after driving
you read the papers), for winning all the way out there behind hunthe state women's archery title. W< dreds of cars only to be told it was
EDITORIAL BOARD
knew Shirley had a bow and arrow postponed until next week. We shall
T E D PITMAN
Shorts Editor
but we didn't think she did any send scouts out before we'd get
1 Continued from page 1)
JACK C. LIBERMAN
thing more than a little cupid mixed up in that mud again.
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER
Managing Editors .
shooting every now and then. The
Achievement award of the month
which belied our impression that hi
P A U L C. H A L E Y
Chi Omegas are keeping up th< goes to Dorothy Robinson, who, not
had
directed
from
Africa
by
carrier
—,
DOROTHY H U G L I
Women's Sforts Editor .
high
standing as far as that sport only has received fl new auto, but
pigeon.
^M~~
goes. Sherry Gregg will be pleasant has staked her claim on youne
After seeing this picture, Miss
BUSINESS STAFF
ly recalled when mention of archery Ralph Hagood.
— JOHN GIANTONIO Zasu Pitts' capitalized on her perBusiness Manager .
is made.
formance. She turned comedienne.
If you don't possess a copy of
M. K. HARMON, JR. Mr. Gibson Gowland has disapAdvertising Commissioner .
Fresh off the record this past "The Man Who Came to Dinner,"
RITA COSTELLO peared from the Hollywood horiCirculation Manager
month or so have been any num- we'd advise you to see if you can
zon; we can't imagine why.
ber of good new tunes, new for get a November copy of Stage
Hersholt is still around, showing
more reasons than meet the eye which has it complete to the last
Member
that some people can rise above
(BMI being largely responsible,) insult. There are rumors of sabo|ftssociaied Cbllf.6iaie Press
anything. Mr. Von Stroheim has
"Nostalgia," whether new or stolen tage on campus concerning Alexfallen from fame. He deserves to,
y
Distributor o£
is as haunting a piece of music as ander Woollcott, incidentally. We
after playing such a dirty trick on
we've heard this season, and we're understand that group of the necestGblle&iafeDi6est
his mother. He dedicated the film
sorry we don't know whom to credit sarily brazen one are seriously conto her.
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
it to. "The Last Time I Saw Paris," sidering arranging it so that Mr.
Comments from the audience:
the newer hit and more timely ut- Town Crier will slip and break his
The
Fiesta
may
be
said
to
open
Dudley Darling: "I thought it was
terance, has tricky words which hip on the way out of the Winter
with a blare of trumpets as it will do a little more than the quick-take- Park High School Building, makvery funny."
Pris Parker, "I
We've heard a lot about the power of the press and finally, thought it was very funny."
igurated by a parade between off-your-hat I think that's the Star ing him the original Man who, etc.
after due consideration, we're prepared to test the power of Dorothy Lockhart, " 'Wuthering
The Rollins Art Studio has turnWinter Park and Orlando, with the Spangled Banner sort of tune.
the "Sandspur" to get a little action on something.
Heights' will open on February 15." turing Pauline Betz, Dorothy bands of both of these High
Being in the class with those who ed out impressive things in years
For about three months we've been trying to get the ad- Pat Pritchard, "I thought it was Bundy, Edwin Amark, and Edward School. The parade is scheduled to have always been rather vague on past and we can even recall back to
ministration to undertake a project that would cost very little very funny." Entrepreneur Buck- Alloo, a program of Music by
the surprised and a little aghast to the time when Zoe Shippen wag
and should do the college a lot of good. The project called waiter, "I thought It was very fine." bers of the Rollins conservatory and start a t one o'clock, with the
learn that instead of Bishee or such a rage. But we were mover.
hort time ago by a small oil
for several signs to be erected a t key points, calling attention Frankly, it was a lesson to us. the pupils of Madame Homer, for- cessions opening a t three. A prize Busy or Bi-she, it is just plain
to the fact that Winter Park is the home of Rollins College. We've been saving part of our al- mer operatic star. The evening en- of five dollars has been offered Bish. (Rhyming with pish, tish done by Ellen Gross. I t was the sad
every month. But if it tertainment will be topped by a the group turning in the largest and other faintly effeminate ex- portrait of a sadder ballet dancer,
But somehow, although we've discussed the matter with
e'll die on a desert next minstrel show directed by Howard
but its very melancholy made us
everyone from an under-secretary of the Exchequer'to Dr.
clamations.)
amount garnered from their
Holt himself, we can't seem to produce any definite effect. to Mr. Hersholt and a dead mule — Bailey and a dance sponsored by
Have you ever seen anything as hope that Miss Gross will enter oils
cession.
Dean Cleveland.
in the Allied Arts contest in May.
Everyone agrees "its a good idea and should be done," but Harper's, here we come.
grotesque as the make-up cl
The Loan Exhibition of paintings
nothing has ever happened.
of Jess Gregg in "Candida?" Not
for the benefit of France is on all
that it wasn't effective, oh, no,
Now Rollins College is not like Yale, Swarthmore, the Unithis
week in the building next to
fact, in our untrained opinion, Jess
versity of Chicago and other educational institutions with a
had the play practically to himself, the Varsity. If Rollins students
fat, healthy endowment bankroll. It needs all the publicity
don't
cooperate, they'll not only
colds
and
flu.
Farnsy
is
still
in
thi
but
a
close
look
a
t
the
doubL
X
CLUB
EXCERPTS
we are hanging up yesterday's
it can get. Literally hundreds of south-bound tourists have
wake up to find a bad conscience
passed through this city daily recently, enroute to southern reThe Lambda Chi "Mad Dress1 infirmary with the flu; we hope he bathing suit and putting on today's and kleenex wads was enough to the best exhibit since that Italian
sort cities and there have been other hundreds headed north. dance has passed and it has bee- recovers soon. Three pledges by overcoat. Seeing that it's too cold make us give up all thoughts of
one in the Women's Club several
We'll bet a dollar against a plugged nickle t h a t 9 5 % of proven satisfactorily to the student the name of Faile, Fribley and to find out whether the pledges the stage. Incidentally, how did years ago. And we know that any of
d faculty that in furnishing bab- Swan, became active members Sat- have finished the dock, we go down Winter Park and Rollins people you who heard Madame Philippe
them never knew Rollins College's lovely campus and buildurday
afternoon.
Congratulations.
ever
develop
the
habit
of
exit
apto the pool room and watch Blackns for a dance, one has only to
ings were just around the corner from their route. I t seems
Davey speak during intermission at
to us that somebody, somewhere should be able to give the call the Lambda Chi house and ask boys — we're glad to have you with wood, Knowles, Twachtman, Reed, plause ? It's most disconcerting to "Candida" and who miss the exus! After the initiation ceremony and Alligator tearing their hair out. the actors, we imagine, and especir one of its members instead.
word for the erection of four signs; possibly five if we put
hibit,
are pretty callous souls, beQuestions of the week: Who on Saturday afternoon, Bob Pratt Currently, the cue ball is too round. ally, if it's not well placed.
one by the railroad station. The road signs should be placed
cause, if we may say so, Madame
Out of the running as f a r as
at both the southern and northern boundaries of the town, wrote that d—n Club column last threw a grand party for the boy; Wandering upstairs we see pledges
Davey was the best actress of the
and
their
dates
a
t
his
home.
Fron
sitting
on
the
floor,
looking
misgashology goes having had an acid
week? What prompted Eddie Alat the main highway junctioons.
there everyone drifted off to the chievously innocent. We proceed stomach for years, we'll still wager evening!
Well, now to see if all these stories about the "power of the loo to take the part of a weather dance a t Dubsdread. Because of
to gather up the combs, watches, that not many of you know what
press" is true. According to "Editor and Publisher" this vane for the Perrottet residence attack of appendicitis, Don Murphy
We guess if people have paid two
wallets and wrenches they left in chopped toad-in-the-hole means.
editorial should produce the desired results in jig time. following the dance? What train was dropped from the cast of "C
the chairs, while scrambling to the We found out that it was a lamb bucks to see a think, their right
We expect to see the signs, gleaming and attractive, gracing could Bill Chick and Jenelle have dida," but Jack Campbell, another
to laugh when they please is pretty
floor.
Pledges
have
to
sit
on
the
chop pressed into a mound of mashL waiting for on the platform
the city entrances not later than 8:30 tomorrow morning!
indisputable, but we do wish that
of the freight depot near the A r t of our thespians, came through with floor, you know. Sauntering up- ed potatoes which sounds fairly apflying colors in the leading roh stairs, we find Jess Gregg, etc., petizing, but lacks the rather am- it could be done a little less noisStudio ?
Upon finishing this report we will sleeping off the Lambda Chi dance. phibious touch implied by its char- Iessly than it is, during the SunThe Club Scandal of the Week
day night movies. Admitted that
unwillingly follow the crowd to th> A swell one, by the way! Then we ming British title.
For the most part, Rollins students are a pretty well be- has been solved a t last. Tad Cist infirmary.
ie of it is pretty hysterical, but
try to curl up with a good book,
Miss Constance Ortmeyer is a
caught listening to swing rechaved and mannerly group. It's true t h a t a t certain tables
the other hand, some of it isn't.
but find we have picked up a copy retiring person and very modest.
ords.
in the Beanery you have to be quick on the draw if you want
Ve weren't exactly shocked, but
of "First Lady." Turning on the She deserves credit, and it is due,
to get anything to eat, and there are those few errant nonFrenzied shout of "It works, it
PHI POODLE
sure were looking askance when
radio, we discover it's evening al- because she has done something
conformists who insist on giving their impulses free rein. works," caused a mad rush to their
saw the picture of prexy all
Saturday afternoon was kickoff ready, and we sleepily head for bed.
But on the whole, group manners are not at all deplorable . . . source where young Abraham Lin- time for Flossie, Sam, Pugy, Mac, Wah Siddell says "good morning," to a block of plaster that will be a dressed up like a bride in the Sunexcept in one case. But they're so bad in this instance that coln Low was found wild-eyed, por- Kay and Marion. Every Saturday somebody won't turn off their radio, Rollins treasure for some years to day paper (not dressed in the paper,
come.
Her
figure
of
"The
Spirit
of
it seems imperative to pause here and make a plea for a bit ing over the victrola in the living afternoon this crowd gets together and we're too much in love to say
which sounds worse). He'll appear
of change.
room. I t seems that he has finally for its weekly meeting and a good "good night." Between various cat the Theatre" which was officially)
e Dream of the Clown" on
The particular evil we're referring to is the conduct of succeeded in repairing it success- time is always had by all. All of naps we converse with Bower unveiled the other evening before Friday and Saturday after this
the
first
performance
of
"Candida,"
those students who have been dismissed from classes or are fully.
the house enjoyed the Lambda Chi "Prodigal" Corwin, and we realize is lovely and effective, and a dif- week, and it ought to be worth
the trip to Orlando plus the price
Rumor has it that Eddie Amark dance a great deal and we would he must have had a good week-end.
going to take their intermission and insist on making enough
racket to make it almost impossible for other classes to con- has filed his application for a room like to commend them on a very Then just before we drop off for ferent interpretation of the mask of admission to see him thus dolled
tinue. Most of our classrooms lack soundproof walls, and in Cloverleaf. Things have come successful affair. I t was fun to good, we recall Bud Waddell say- theme. If you haven't seen it, it it's up.
in the right hand niche on the porch
the din of fifty or more pairs of feet pounding up and down to a pretty pass, complain Justice wear old clothes and be comfortable
"Come on now, walk like a
And, we hope just a few will get
the wooden stairs in Knowles, Pinehurst and Lyman is some- and Meredith, when this football for a change rather than t r y to little lady." And the immediate of the Annie Russell.
10 on this: Luverene Phillips is on
There was an interesting article
practice makes one too tired to do please Vogue and Esquire a t all eply, "All right, but stop tickling
thing to cope with.
the verge of making formal the anin
Coronet
some
years
back
to
the
To top it off, a lot of us seem to think the halls of these anything but study. Walrus Mac- times.
Brother Robert Davis
nouncement of her engagement to
point that Good Queen Bess wasn't
classrooms is a grand place to test the vocal cords by either Briar fared well in a try-out with brought fame to Rollins College
a teacher in Gainesville. Luverne
a lady a t all (physiologically, that
singing, (usually off-key) shouting, or laughing shrilly. We the station WLOF in Orlando, gar- this week along with Ed Alloo, by
plans to teach a year and then
is). We just finished pooh-poohing
don't for one minute suggest that Rollins students give up nering for himself a nightly pro- taking the only set in tennis that
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
settle down to married life.
these three simple joys of living, nor should they abandon gram — he was followed, but not as the famed Don McNeil lost in the
All members and pledges ask for the tale (with secret doubts admitted)
when
somebody
comes
along
whistling or screaming, but they might conceivably be saved successfully by young "Mighty tennis tournament in Orlando. peace and quiet so that they may
for more appropriate times and places. In short, we suggest Mite" Alloo on his try-out last Davis also seems to be doing well regain the energy they used at the and suggests that Homer was not For Good Photo Finishing
Go to Studio of
Thursday. Alloo explains the situ- in other things and watch this col- dance Saturday night. — We ^
an anti-noise campaign during recess periods.
We know how peeved Mr. Granation saying that he was not tall umn for future results. Bill is der where Matthews and Crawford
enough to talk into the mike. Hives batting again in the "Smiling Jack" went Thursday night. The rumor berry was on Sunday afternoon on
PHOTOGRAPHER
de Chambers last week was turned league and the belle from Atlanta
that they were trying to entice the way back from the air show a t
Cannon Mills field. We felt several 136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park
over to Methusala Pitman to either has taken her heart to the town two of those girls a t a neighbi
correct or improve Hives' profan- that has Peachtree Street as its ing eating place. Sedlmayer threw
ity, the result being that Hives can famous thoroughfare. Bill's father
big one a t the dance. He was
(Continued irom page 1)
now swear both in English and paid us a visit this past week-end really cutting a rug. — A quotations Club, Varsity Basketball, '40. staff, Radio committee, '38-'39 French, but always with that Bos- and he really is one swell man, and tion from the lips of Bill Royall
ton accent. The opinions of Bob the invitation to visit us again is "I've had five dates this week and
Vice-president, Lambda Chi Alpha, President Freshman class, Member Whiston have been becoming
open permanently. Nin goes to St. haven't spent a dime." — Wein.
'39-40; elected president L. C. A. Sandspur Staff '38-'39-'40, Nation- and more biased since his return to Pete every week-end, and we
bergs' new way of asking a girl
al Affairs editor, the Flamingo,
1941-42.
derstand that he and Helen are hit- to dance. "Hi Babe. Let's wiggle."
'39-'39, Associate Editor of "The school. Perhaps we notice it
Theodore Pitman — Varsity Arts", '39; Awarded bookprize for since we knew him when he
ting things off very well. Johnnie — Combs, Steinfelt, and Krall
Crew, '38 '39, '40. International topranking freshman, '38-'39, mem- imPARSHALL. Bill Affleck has G. is again in the clutches of Cupid went to Lakeland Sunday to visit
Relations Club president, '40 '41,ber Cat and Fox Society; chair- inaugurated a taxi service
and the arrow has at last found its the chapter a t Southern. ( I t wi
Member editorial board and head of man of Student Radio Committee, second floor with a few trunks with mark. Fleeger is going crazy b> pledge duty) — Acree seems to
Sandspur sports department, '40- '39, member Phi Society; Student rollers. He rides these with admir ing away from Bunky, and fro: have learned Pugh's way with the
41, Chapel Usher, Secretary of the Refugee Committee and Student- able skill emitting occasional shouts what he intimates, she will be pay- women. He had four dates in one
X Club, Chapel Speaker, Interrac- Faculty Survey Group, '38-'39, five of "Heigh-ho Silverware," while ing him a visit over the Spring week. — Doyle Darnold really
ial Club, member 1940 welcoming times honor roll; Intramural Foot- McCorkle shouts above the din holidays. Hank has been trying to brought a date to the dance. What's
committee, Senior class president, ball, basketball, diamondball, golf, "For heavens sake, Myron, must tell everybody how fast he can come this younger generation coming
Vice president, X Club, '40-41; volleyball, swimming. Winner EI- we have so much confusion during back from Ft. Lauderdale. I t is to? — We were visited over the
member student discipline and traf- drige Hart Essay contest, Annie the eight to twelve study hour in rather debatable and perhaps these week-end by Curry Brady. He
Brilliant assemblage of resort
fic committees. Intramural football, Russell Company, '40, Intramural the Club!" Jack Cramer, who has rash statements are caused by his working in Leesburg prior to re'38, '39, '40; intramural basketball, plays, '39-'40, president, Lambda
spending the past week as a present standing in the Nancy porting for active army service,
clothes for ' 4 1 . Featuring the
volleyball, diamond ball, '39-'40.
Chi Alpha, '39-'40, Sandspur Editor, guest of the Club has fallen under League. The entire fraternity ex- Wetherell must have a taste for
finest a r t of American fashion
the Club influence already to the tends to June Lingerfelt its hearti- chewing glass. Every night when he
Jess Gregg — Winner Annie '40-'41.
designers.
Inspect them this
extent that when he is not on the est congratulations on joining our comes in his lips look red. We
Russell Company one-act play
week at . . . .
award, '38, Tomokan key, '38, InEmmanuel Ehrlich — President, courts playing tennis he can be midst, and we wish him the best of started to call the infirmary but
ternational Relations Club, Fla- Sigma Phi Omega, '39-'41, member, found in the living room listening luck. Also good luck to Clax, who after so many times we got used
mingo staff, Sandspur staff, Tomo- Pi Gamma Mu, Theta Alpha Phi, to records of Bach, Beethoven and had to leave us to return to Buffalo. to seeing him that way. — Bowes
kan staff, '38-'39, Editor of '39 Rollins Student Players, Interna- Brahms. "And to think," says
said he would like it much better
"R" book, chapel usher, one term tional Relations Club, Interracial Jack, "That I used to listen to that
if his hours on the Lakefront were
honor roll, (39), member Cat and Club, Student Council, ('39-'41), tripe by Artie Shaw, T. Dorsey and
K. A. KAPERS
8 till 10 P. M., instead of 4 to 6.
Fox Society; winner Allied Arts Interfraternity Council, Rat Com- the like."
We sincerely hope Mrs. Hall will Oddities of the Dance: Bryson and
first prize for drama; editor, the mittee, '38; Chapel Committee, Esbe well and back with us soon. bis red shirt; Sedlmayer and his
Flamingo, '40-'41, secretary Kappa peranto Club. Varsity fencing team
SIGMA NUSETTES
We miss her. While thinking of snag tooth. Matthews and his racORLANDO
San Juan Building
Alpha, '40-'41; intramural track, captain, '39, intramural football,
Well, the second semester got off the K. A. luncheon party Sunday ing hat. Kasten and his paper-front
'38-'39.
volleyball, basketball, diamondball. to rather a bad start, with a few of afternoon, we remember that we shirt. Dudley and Smokey's shirts.
P. R. Kelly — Member chapel Sandspur and Tomokan contributor. the brothers coming down with had a pretty good time. Meanwhile Bowes and his red shorts.
Publication Office:

Fairbanks _

Sigma Phi Omega takes pleasure
in announcing the induction of Dr.
Rudolph Fisher, and George Cartwright, Sr., into full brotherhood,
and as members of the Faculty
Advisory Committee.
The non-ritual ceremony took
place last Monday evening in the
SPO lodge on the lakefront. Formal ceremony will be held later.
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ALONG the Kramer Reaches Net Finals; Phi Delt Crushes Fraternity Crews Commence
SIDELINES Betz Suffers Injured Hand Lambda Chi; KA's Grind as 1941 Season Nears
By Ted Pitman

Cooke Ousts Alloo 6-1, 6-1;

I

Ward Announces
Ladder Tournament
For Golf Aspirants

We are glad to see Eddie Wein
Amark Loses to Surface
berg doing such a fine job trying
j to fill in Sammy Hardman's shoes
* as the scat-back of the 1941 Mc- The Tar tennis squad fared badly
I dowall football team. The Lambda at the 14th meeting of the Florida
Fred Ward, coach of the varsity
Chi's mighty mite has been show- State Tennis Championships at Or- Golf Team, has just announced that
ing the varsity boys a nifty pair lando this week. Only one Rollins he will use the "Ladder Tourna* of hips.
person, Jack Kramer, who actually ment" to pick the four men to play
; a student yet as he will not in intercollegiate matches. The
We would like to see more of enter school until March, reached Ladder Tournament will be continthe intramural all-tars out there the finals. Jack, teaming with Hal ued during the regular golf season
!
bolstering the Tar squad next fall. Surface, ousted Eddie Amark of whereby any player will be able to
Such players as Tolson, Myers, Rollins and Elwood Cooke to reach work his way up to a position on
Ferguson, Swan and Campbell the final of the doubles against Ko- the team at any time. All men are
1
could do a lot for the Tars next ics and McNeil.
eligible for this tournament, but
Bobbie Betz was forced out of only the top four men eligible under
play in the semi-final round when SIAA regulations will be able to
A basketball team of tennis stars her hand (which she had sprained play on the varsity team.
After all names have been drawn
including Bobbie Betz gave Rollins the night before playing basketJ varsity basketeers plenty to think ball) became so swollen that she and placed on the ladder, each
s
unable to use a racket. This player may challenge up to the secabout Saturday afternoon and the
! Rollins boys were just able to eke was a tough break, as Bobbie was ond man above him. The match
the defending champion. Dorothy must be played within a week or it
I out a very shaky victory.
k
Bundy also fell by the wayside in will be forfeited to the challenger.
i
this round as the Tars' latest addiAll golfers interested in playing
I
We were sorry about the tough tion was bested by Mrs, Sarah P.
the "Ladder Tournament" please
L break that caused Bobbie Betz to Cooke. Eddie Alloo, the sensa- turn in your names to Fred Ward
• sprain her hand in the basketball tional upset player, bit the dust in
Dick Wesson. The tournament
.i game which lead to her being forc- the quarter-finals when the defend- will begin Monday, January 27.
ed from the Florida championships ing Florida Champ, Elwood Cooke
I at Orlando. A few minutes of fun took him for a severe trimming 6-1, BUNDY AND KRAMER COME
L can sometimes be very costly.
6-1.
TO ROLLINS
Ed Amark also was eliminated
The Pensacola basketball team
1
(Contmued from page 1)
that so soundly whipped the Tar early, when Hal Surface ousted him
I teams is on of the most accurate in the second round of play in
Bob Davis and Alloo.
S shooting teams that your writer straight sets, 6-3, 6-4.
The women's team is self-sufficiJack Kramer, playing some of
^ has ever seen on the courts and that
5
t in its unbeatable singles and
' includes Indiana and Long Island his best tennis, advanced to the
semi-finals where he met the sensa- double combination of the " B " girls,
"> University teams.
tion of the winter circuit, Frank Betz and Bundy. Great things can
H
* * *
Kovacs, whose amazing shots be counted on from these two girls
j
The bad knee of Tiny Phillips
downed Jack in straight sets 6-3, within the next year.
ft proving very costly to the Tars
With a squad such as this travel6-4, 7-5.
k the big boy can't cover the court
ling the country this year under
I and has to remain out of practise
the Tar colors, Rollins is sure to
\ most of the week so that his eye
become renowned as the tennis coltit isn't as accurate as it usually is.
LOST
lege of the country. Rollins is inOne pair of glasses, somewhere deed lucky that these grand sportsal The intramural basketball sea- on campus. If found, please notify men and women have decided to
ii: son really gets going this week and Jean Twachtman.
carry her colors to fame.
I the best teams in the league should
da be known by the next printing,
fel They all look pretty even with the
at Phi Delts seeming a little stronger
mi than the rest.
Jan. 24—University of Miami, there.
Jan. 25—University of Miami, there.
m
i A warning to the intramural
e: crews. Don't forget to get in all
Jan. 28—Southern College, there.
y of your qualifying rows before
Jan. 30—Stetson University, here
k February 21. When you have had
Feb.
1—University of Tampa, here
1 a practice run check it on the card
Feb. 4—Union College, here (tent.).
just inside the crew house door.
Feb. 5—University of Miami, here.
rif Has anyone seen anything that
Feb. 8—Southern College, here.
I looks like a baseball pitcher around
Feb. 10—Pensacola Naval Air Base, there.
tj here? If you have, see Jack McFeb. 11—Pensacola Naval Air Base, there.
i Dowall. He's been looking too.
Feb. 15—Baldwin Agricultural College, here (tent.).
Feb. 17—College of Charleston, here (tent.).
Feb. 24—University of Florida, there.
Feb. 26—Stetson University, there.
(Continued from Page 1)
Feb. 28—University of Tampa, there.

,

** *

Rollins 1941 Basketball Schedule

i

* * *

Alex Woollcott

I Woollcott out of their theatres.
But before he left the New York
' World in 1928, he was voted "the
^ most discriminating and stimulat* ing critic in America" in a poll of
' our leading actors. He once said of
I himself that whatever value he had
as a dramatic critic was that he
} could attend a performance of
' "East Lynne" and cry as hard as
anyone in the house.

PHILCO RADIOS

Bennett Electric
Shop

The Phi Delts opened the 1941
intramural basketball season, last
Tuesday afternoon, by trouncing
the Lambda Chis, 37-14.
In a scramble that resembled i
football game at times, the outcome was never in doubt. The Phi
Delts took a lead of 8-4 in the first
quarter and lengthened as time
went on, shutting out their victims
difference in the score, a Lambda
Chi, Jack Combs tied Sam Hardman of the victors for the game's
high scorer, both of the boys tallying ten points. However, the rest
of Hardman's team-mates scored
a-plenty and they provided the
margin of victory.
Except for Combs, the Lambda
Chis were a sorry bunch and although they can pass the ball
around and dribble down the court,
they attepted only 28 shots, and
sinking six of these attempts, while
their opponents made 60 attempts
and tallyed 17 times, which shows
how much the Phi Delts held the
ball. Hardman, Fleeger, and Giantonio were outstanding for the victors.
In the second game of the afternoon, the K. A.'s easily defeated a
poor Sigma Nu team. Held to a
3-3 tie for the first period, the
winners slowly lengthened their
lead, scoring twenty more points
before the final whistle, while holding the losers to 5 points.
Without a doubt the sparkplug
of the Kappa Alphas is Grady Ray.
While only sinking half of the shots
he made, he scored five field goals,
and thus led both teams in scoring.
Right behind him was Red Harris,
who rang up 7 points. The rest of
Knowles' fancy dribbling is a pleasant sight on the courts, where most
of the boys are real novices. The
Sigma Nu team was just not there
but somehow managed to score
their 8 points.
On Friday afternoon, the Independents defaulted to the X Club,
who are defending champs in this
sport, but whose team was shot
by the fact that three of last year's
stars are on the varsity this year.
Playing a make-up team, the Club
showed they needed practice. Tennis
star, Ed Amark showed himself to
be no slouch on the basketball
court, either, but he can't do it all
alone. The Lambda Chi-Sigma Nu
game was postponed to a later date.

Still to Take Shape
By Ted Pitman
Once again the calm waters of
Lake Maitland are being ruffled by
the blades of Rollins oarsmen as
the various intramural crews prep
for their championship races which
are scheduled to take place the last
week in February.
Under the guidance of crew
tor U. T. Bradley and their
student coaches, these crews are
just beginning to take form. The
advent of winter football however,
has handicapped several of the
crews. This handicap is also felt
by coach Bradley as he uses this
intramural training period as i
guide from which to pick his varsi
ty material.
The defending champs are none
other than the powerful K. A. outfit which at the present is showing
good signs of retaining that championship under the tuteage of
crew captain Mel Clanton. Stroking their boat this year the champs
have Grady Ray, who was number
three on last year's varsity boat,
Jim McHugh, a newcomer to rowing is at 3, and another first year
Bower Corwin, is at number
2. In the bow they have a veteran
oarsman in Bud Waddell, who rowed at Culver and on the Rollins
J. V. some last year and who held
down the same position last year
the K. A. boat. Their cox is a_
yet unknown.
cc up X Club is still ar
unknown factor, with both Ted Pit
and Jack Harris, both seaonec
who are veterans of the
1939 championship Club crew vieing
for the stroke oar. Harris has also
been a varsity man for two years.
In number 3, the Club has a green

For Underwood Portables
CALL

15 S. Main St.
Phone 6158

O'Neal-Branch Co.

DATSON DAIRIES
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Orlando Phone 9835

ORIANOPIS

SMARTES.T

CINEMA

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING,
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
Phone 9184

COLON I A L T O W N

•

PHONE

8212

Today and Tomorrow — Errol Flynn and Olivia de
Havilland in "SANTA FE TRAIL"
FRIDAY thru MONDAY
John Garfield, Priscilla Lane and Allan Hale in
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

CHRISTMAS UNDER FIRE
Official British Films Showing London under its most
devastating ; • r a i d .
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
COLORED CARTOON

'DUST BE MY DESTINY"
Starting Next Tuesday — George Brent, Ann Sheridan and

" ^

Jifo

Charlie Ruggles in "HONEYMOON FOR THREE"

Gets Her Man

Angora Toppers

Would YOU like to look into her bag of
tricks and see how it's done ? Really —
it's very simple. Here's a hint — it's
done with mirrors! •— in our "Bright
Spot". Come in — learn the secret of
Gay Gibson's Umph.

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

PLAY-DATE
Multi-stripe Sanforized Chambray. Peach,
Blue, Brown
§Q£Q
Sizes 9 thru 17
^

Orange Laundry

Y-D—"Bright Spot" — Fashion Floor

AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"
PROTECT THOSE CUSHIONS ON
YOUR CAR
We carry a complete assortment of

ARTHUR FUMER SEAT COVERS

Lei Us Tailor Your

•
•
•
•
•

BLUE
WHITE
GOLD
TANGERINE
DUSTY PINK
Sizes 10 to 18

14.98
and

Remember . . . .
Buick is Your Best Bet

John Giantonio, Campus Agent

Orange Buick Co.
333 N. Orange Ave.

No Florida resort wardrobe
should be without one of these
smartly tailored toppers of fine
quality angora. Soft as bunny
fur, the perfect weight for now
and on into the spring. Two
styles, hip-length, collarless; one
with trapunto yoke back effect.
Beautifully lined with matching
crepe.

Lush Southland Colors:

BE SURE AND SEE US FIRST

at the corner, downtown

Orlando

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

Be it a New or
Used Car

R. C. BARER

Tars to Miami

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered

ORLANDO

$25.00 and up

The team of four was led by the
new Florida archery champion,
Shirley Bowstead, who shot a neat
in her Columbia Round. In taking first Shirley moved up from
fourth position occupied last year.
Mary Trendle advanced six notchin ranking third this year on a
score of 330. Polly Prestholdt, a
freshman, sighted 318, and the
fourth spot in the field of twenty
contestants. Jane Coates rounded
out the team, placing 14th on a
tally of 198.

148 W. South St., Orlando

Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

Rollins' co-ed archery team repeated its success of last year in
the second annual telegraphic meet
by taking first place with a total
score of 1207. The meet was conducted by St. Petersburg Junior
College during December, and the
results have just been announced.

The Rollins basketball squad will
journey to Miami this week for a
doubleheader with Miami UniverThe Lambda Chi's have a strong sity cagers.
but raw crew, which is lead from
the stroke seat by Carl Sedlmayer
from last year's varsity eight and
Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
coached by Carrow Tolson, also
from the varsity eight. The middle
for typing
of the L. C. A. boat is lacking experience with Fred Kasten at 3, Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
and Pres Wetherell at 2, but little
L. C. Smith and Corona
Bud Albert in the bow has seen
Typewriters
some service in the L. C. A. boat.
Desks and Office Chairs
The Sigma Nus as usual do not
find the boat house until the last
week of practice so as yet we have
39-43 E. Pine St.
no word on their boat, if there is
Phone 3051
Orlando

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

YOWELL-DREW'S

SPRING
SUITS

man in George Estes with either
Harris or McCorkle in number two.
The bow position is still undecided
with Yves de Chambure and Mannie Brankert trying out. Bill Afleck
and Eddie Alloo may share the
coxing duties. There is also a possibility that Ronnie Green and Paul
Meredith, an oarsman with some
experience, may be given a try.
Ted Pitman tutors the Club four.
The Phi Delts as usual are boating a potentially great crew. The
veteran varsity man Johnnie Giantonio is at stroke, Jim Hoover a
veteran from last year's Phi Delt
crew at 3, and two new comers to
rowing, Hank Minor and Frank
Grynkraut holding down the two
bow positions. Sam Tretheway is
also fighting for the number 3
birth. The Phi Delts once again
have pressed their cox-coach Bud
Hoover in to service for the fourth
consecutive year.

Winter Park Phone 287R

East Park Avenue

HOUGH'S
Food Shop
QUALITY FOODS

Alpha Has Another
Wallop Sigma Nu Kappa
Strong Boat, With Others

Shirley Bowstead
New Florida State
Archery Champion

Orlando

College Garags
Phone 115

16.98
Coat Shop — Second Floor

Dickson-Ives
The Woman's Store

ROLLINS

Strong Defense Is Big Factor
In 27-17 Win
By Dorothy Hugli
The Rollin Tarlettes opened their
second season with the Orlando
community basketball league last
Wednesday night by tripping the
strong Purcell Independents 27-17:
at the Armory. The game was fast
and stubbornly contested though
RolUns held a lead the entire time.
A splendid defense that kept possession of the ball during the first
half enabled Rollins to lead 10-3,
a t the quarter, and 16-4 at the half.
Taking the toss-in at the beginning of the second half Purcell unleashed a new attack that proved
good for 8 points in a few minutes,
before they were halted. In the
final quarter they tried desperately to push up their score but the
effort proved fruitless as the Tarlettes continued to tally.
Gloria Burke tolled off 11 points
for high score honors. Hogan,
Stokely, and Sturgis accounted for
the rest while Betz, Hugli, and
Jansen filled the guard duties. The
Tarlettes are favored over the Orlando High School team in tonight's
fray.

ROLLINS PRESS STORE
Stationery
Games

Gifts

ROYAL
Sales and Service

GUST'S
Repair Shop

All makes used typewriters

"We Repair Anything"

Typewriter Headquarters

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
29 E. Pine St.

Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened

KAPPA GLAMMA
Dear Diary: The thing we've
done most this week is fight off the
flu, however, we have a few survivors who have been pretty active.
We miss Diggers, who had to go to
the infirmary with this progressive
illness, and our wreath of honor
goes to Scotty and Dominick for
fighting it off. Jackie, who celebrated her birthday through a barrage of coughs and sneezes, has
been doing her darndest to keep
well too. Of course Mackemer is
just as healthy as an "old horse"
(could that be a coincidence?) Patty really did herself, and the Kappa's proud in "Candida," and we
also give our orchids to pledge Jane
Parks, who seems to be following in
Deedee's footsteps. By the way
what is this, with Patty wearing a
fraternity pin, and Charlotte noticably S. A. E.-less for the past
week? I think Jenelle would have
curled up and "committed sideways" if she hadn't gotten the part
of Emmy in "First Lady." We
ticed that quite a few Kappas went
to the Sigma Nu celebration party
Saturday night, namely, Esso, Patty, Sandy, Frannie, and Janie May
Mary Wright can't see or do anything else but work on her math
problems, and draw pink elephants.
Her talent is remarkable though.
We want to congratulate the
pledges on cooking such a nice
breakfast for us Sunday. Sadly
missing were Nancy and Polly, who
went to Ft. Lauderdale and Atlanta :
respectively. I hear t h a t B. Little
really goes in for the moonlight
golf now days, and how! I have
been happy and healthy, and horrid.
Good night, Diary.

are a twosome . . . Aldine has
stopped being fin-ICKY about Bob
as the Zephyr runs . . . We have to
smile when we look at Jenelle and
Chick . . . The Belgian Santa Claus
is planning a repeat after slaying
a chimney, a roof and an entire
household . . . Betty Scott is with
Harrison Barnes since she got well;
How come AI? . . . Toy Skinner is
getting awfully snobbish . . . Sue
Turner's disposition is just as rotten as ever . . . Fleeger just as sloppy as on the train going north, every night . . . Everyone has the flu
except the professors . . . and the
freshmen Ann Ballinger and Amark
and Emily Gautier and George
Estes are enough to sicken anyone
because they are together so much,
which ain't nice . . . Jack Hoar isn't
back . . . who is Rosenberg that he
is such a quiet grouch ? . . . Don
Riddle thinks that he is quiet the
big man on campus too . . . all ready
for business, etc, . . . but he just
isn't Farnsworth . . . Peggy Mahon
isn't retrenching her eyebrows . . .
Bill Justice stinks . . . Ed Lott is
going steady with Carol Elliot . . .
and that's just dandy!

OBITUARIES: Wilson Waldo
Whitehead, age unknown, removed
from Rollins College to Washington, D. C , and from there to points
unknown. Mr. Whitehead, always
an outstanding personage on campus, you will remember was a very
popular and common sight on campus.
OBSERVATIONS THRU COURTESY OF LAMBDA CHI: Alma
Vandevelde, surrealist, being just
that, with a very much alive snake
—Ralph Sleischer, not a member
of the student body, a very much
alive snake. Messrs. MacArthur and
France looking like two anemic,
but hopeful little Robinhoods. Bob
Whitely, really a very nice dancer,
but not quite so good then . . . .
because of the crowd. Ella Parshall,
SWELTERING in front of the fire,
but she'll wear that fur jacket or
bust.
JANE RUSSELL, 20 odd, was
laid away in Cocoa after graduating — such was the shock

PHI MUSINGS
Come every Sunday night, nobody is ever around the house but
the authors of this column, so how
in h— they expect us to know what
they've done all week, we can't figure out, but if we don't get their
names in print there'll be some hair
pulling . . . so, here goes. Good
luck to Luverne, who's just starting
her practice teaching this week.
No doubt she'll keep us well sup-

120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

AMERICAN
Today is the day to reserve a first
edition of
JAMES HELTON'S NEW NOVEL
RANDOM HOUSE

Launderers •

Opposite Colony Theatre

Park Ave.

LAfRD
RADIO SERVICE

RCA Victor Radios

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

STEAM HEATED

39c

SMOKING IN BALCONY
3PAKfV544c

-dU

Eves.
(Inc. Tax.)

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY!

LESLIE HOWARD in
SAT. - SUN. - MON.

at our cash and carry office.
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

Winter Park Branch

— On the Same Program —
THE LATEST MARCH OF TIME
"UNCLE SAM — THE NON-BELLIGERENT"

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

Chesterfields a r e MILD...
the way you
w a n t a cigarette . . . n o t flat.. . n o t strong.
Chesterfields s m o k e COOLER, a n d e v e r y puff
gives you t h a t BETTER TASTE t h a t C h e s t erfield is famous for. A s k for Chesterfields.

Phone 246 or 9162
FREE FAST DELIVERY SERVICE

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW'S "PYGMALION"

10%

You'll enjoy C h e s t e r f i e l d ' s right c o m b i n a t i o n
of t h e w o r l d ' s b e s t c i g a r e t t e t o b a c c o s . T h e y
g i v e y o u s o m e t h i n g n o o t h e r cigarette c a n offer.

SOUTHERN

TftacAie4-

Hh

Work Called for and Delivered

MADE FOR SMOKERS
UKE YOURSELF

Made in Our Spotless Sanitary Kitchens

FOR EXTRA PROMPT AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
ON HOME OR AUTO RADIOS — CALL 115

^V-

TWO JOIN BROKEN-NOSE CLUB
Sawyer and Weinberg are new
honorary members of the BrokenNose Club. Several of their teammates apparently well-meaning, set
out to give these two newcomers
quick face-lifting job. So far we
no improvement.

•

BAR-BE-CUE
Sandwiches

Fountain Service

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

We are still waiting to have Santa's last word on whether Kin
Tilghman will return or not. Sl»
was almost on his sleigh when
little thing called appendicitis kept
her up in the cold country.
The Rollins-Pensacola game saw
our "Congenial Group" sitting on
the sidelines engrossed in watching
a certain team, but the wrong team.
When asked the reason, they replied that, "comparisons are inter,
esting, unavoidable, and not odi.
ous." Well, well. The dance Sat.
urday attracted a few of those we
call our sisters. One Southerner
came rushing happily back from
home for the affair — then was sid
happy again, and Sunday just tired.
Janet looked charming in that chapeau and had her usual good time.
Carol, too, was enjoying herself, «e
hear. Our Prexie is around the
house almost a little bit now and it
is good to see her again. Basketball season has started. Thou
three, Pat, Ellen, and Peggy are up
to no mischief that we know of.
Bobby, we are happy to say, made
the Rollins basketball team, but she
was so good that the team banged
up her hand. All accounted for, I
not present? Ah, no. We missed
one, a certain Miss Morgan, who
comes to us looking a little tired
and sleepy. That is all, except that
hope the flu will pas over and
leave no ill effects on any of ut
About hell week . . . I refuse to
commit myself, yet. But so far w»
surviving with
Moorhead
sprouting wings.

Real Estate Broker

NEW!

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Phone 402

MEET THE
GAMMA PHI BETAS
(The first in a series of thumbnail sketches to acquaint you with
the general species of the present
members.)
Frances Montgomery (Frankie),
Soft-voiced, even-tempered president of Gamma Phi; meticulously
groomed, born in Chicago, now
lives in Mouritclair, N. J., where
she went to public school for six
years and private school, six years.
Collects: clippings, record albums,
autographs, little animals, and
books for her own library; Majors
in American History. Dislikes:
Latin, the color chartreuse, cattiness. This Is Ghastly. Is very seldom seen without her knitting.
Likes: Mac, Gamma Phi Beta, Professor France's courses; the colors
blue and rose, rainy days, gardens,
Information Please, writing letters
home (manuscript length), going
ALPHA PHI NOTES
to
bed early, gardenias, Duchess of
The main social event of the week

THETA ODDITIES
Xmas is over (I hope) but Sanfc
had a few surprises in store for n*
Nancy Osborne come to us last Sun.
day right out of nowhere and whil*
she did not drop down the chimney
right into our midst, her arriv^
was just as unexpected.

— Rollins Alumnus

Phone 49

FAMOUS

Prescription Druggist

CHI O CAPERS
Big News of the week — initiation of ten of the pledges on Friday night. It was really an all
night affair — and the things that
went on: Pat Randall found herself being thrown into the shower
in the middle of the night. Come
five o'clock in the morning and
"Goochie" Goode still jitterbugging in Carolyn's room. And didn't
we all beam the next day when we
wore an active's pin. Personals:
Marion Russ received the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award of fifty
dollars; Burke played in girls varsity basketball game and made
high score for the evening; Hall
and Dot had some cute caricatures
made a t Silver Springs last Sunday; Hall is waiting for another
sort of picture from Gainsville;
Pattee buzzed down to Miami this
week-end and it was raining there
too; The Brooks twin and Jean say
they haven't been doing anything
much, but we don't believe it. Announcement: Opening of the allcollege drive for The-Fund-To-GetBebe-To-North Carolina. Contributions appreciated.

York perfume, Gershwin, and Rol
lin's coeducation and stress on individuality. Remembered from the interview: Franchie's remark, "n*
you think I ought to list Mac with
Likes or Hobbies?"

RAY GREENE

at THE BOOKERY
COME IN

plied with apples from now on. Ask
Marelle what a kitchen tabl<
used for. She has a fascinating
new use for it, a very practical one.
After the Lambda Chi dance oui
faith in that good old Rollins spirit
of hilarity has been restored. And
were we proud of Fritzie, our adopted daughter, who came home with
the prize — a bottle of castor oil —
for wearing her Dr. Dentons! For
a couple of supposedly lowly and
meek pledges, Hamaker and Tooker
sure kick up an awful rumpus every
time they spend the night in Fox
Hall. We wish to publicly remonstrate them for their gawdawful
noise which keeps us from snoozing
and drives Mrs. Schultz to distraction. And we'd like to publicly thank
Barbara Bryant for turning down
all our beds on Saturday night so
we could fall into them after the
dance with the least effort. It's
good to see Polly Prestholdt dressed in something besides pajamas
these days. And very relieving to
discover that she's not spoiled after being our pampered invalid for
quite a while.

being the Lambda Chi dance, we of
Alpha Phi spent our week worrying
just what we should wear to be
the worst taste. Our first idea was
to go formal, thereby being in the
very worst of taste. But everyone
else had the same idea. The next
idea was to appear in a mixture of
pieces of clothing, but alas, the
same results put an end to that
thought — so Murray, Ginni, Jean
and Lillian put forth the appearance of normal human beings
modern sport clothes — and went
to a Bad Taste dance in the very
worst of taste. We admire, yet
sometimes wonder at one of
member's sanity. Mary K. ar
each morning, Sundays too, at 6:30
A. M. and rides her bicycle for an
hour before breakfast and classe:
All for health, too! Story of the
week: One of our girls went horseback riding with two friends, with
sad results. As she was urging hi
horse through a midget lake, son
two feet deep, her mount took
notion to lay down in the middle of
said water, and did just that, leav
ing the small equestrienne standing
knee-high in water, much befuddled. While Mary takes up bicycling
for her health, Betty and Janet rol
ler skate weekly to build up mus
cles — or lower poundage, both be
ing under 115 pounds! Poor Ellen
had a mighty red face last Saturday when she received her first
spanking. Reason — she had just
lost her "naturally sunny disposition."

Drycleaners

202 E. PARK AVE.

Tel. 400

We cater to Rollins . . . .

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 2j^l9 4 l

THE SORORITIES

Tarlettes Trip THIS IS GHASTLY
Purcell Team
In First Game
Local SUCKERS: Jack Liberman,
who should have been too smart to
have opened his mouth and put hi:
foot so squarely in it last Wednes
day . . . . Joe Fribley, who must
have forgotten that Pat's heart still
belongs to laddies . . . . Lillian Ryj
for being horsey in more ways than
one . . . . Pete Winant for rooming
with Carl Eff . . . Ed Morris, for
taking on like a Yankee carpetbagger on Saturday nights with the
Phi Delts pledges and Constance
Carry . . . Wilse and Connie Whitehead for sitting around here all fall
when they were married last May
. . . Polly Rushton, for not covering
up that black eye with a steak
sack . . . Bill Collins on Monday
mornings . . . the guy with the sideburns who had a beard last semester and has the poorest excuse for
either (a little paint would do it)
. . . Dorothy Bundy, if she lives in
Cloverleaf . . . Pat Pritchard for
not wearing stockings more often
until she gets a sunburn . . . Mary
Sager, for wearing those fantastic
pixie glasses . . . Fred Kasten, for
being such a drip . . . Ellen Gross,
for not wearing yellow all the time
. . . the X Club at the dog track.
AIN'T THAT NICE DEPARTMENT: John Newmark is in the infirmary . . . Jack Sharp wants to
get over the five day plan . .. Ella
Parshall worries, too . . . Jess Gregg
still has the curl . . . Norine Farr
still has Doug Bills . . . Grynkraut
still has the itch . . . Betty Hall still
has that permanent . . . Jim Hoover's laugh is always maniacal . . .
Luis Hortal has us . . . Ethel MacDonald hasn't cracked y e t . . . Hank
Minor is doing some heavy two-timing, or is Betty Knowlton just a
friend . . . Phil Reed and Ellie Rand

SANDSPUR

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY!

"THE SON OP MONTE CRISTO"
with JOAN BENNETT

•

LOUIS HEYWARD

«

